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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
EDIS is a coalition of organisations working within the science and health research sector committed to improving equality, diversity, and inclusion. We currently operate as a collaborative network supported through financial and people resource from Wellcome Trust (as host organisation) and member contributions with plans to spin out of Wellcome in 2023.

http://www.edisgroup.org/
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
EDIS was founded by the Francis Crick Institute, Wellcome Trust and GlaxoSmithKline. Our coalition has now grown to 29 with industry partners, charities, societies, research institutes and other academic institutions. This cross-sector collaboration is core to our mission. Improving equality, diversity and inclusion benefits the whole science and health research sector. EDIS offers a way to collaborate across the sector, using evidence-driven action to drive positive change.



Vision:
For everyone to have equal opportunities and access 
to a successful career within science and health, its 

research and its outcomes

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
We will use the breadth of EDIS members to act across the science and health research system in multiple ways towards this common vision. This will create greater waves of change. Our vision is dependent on three interlinked long-term outcomes:Everyone has an equal chance to a successful career in science and health researchResearch design and practice in the science and health field is inclusiveEveryone can successfully access science and health research and its outcomes



Why inclusive conferences and events?
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Conferences and events are important moments for career progression, sharing research, collaborations and more. Therefore, it’s essential that we reduce barriers to attending and contributing, making these key moments inclusive. Representation also matters, and events are an important way to showcase role models and the diversity of people working in science and health research.EDIS and its members have committed to improving how we run conferences and events through an equality, diversity and inclusion lens. We will collaborate to share good practice and work to create a wider cultural shift in the sector’s approach to conferences and events.Accessibility and InclusivityImproving the accessibility and inclusivity of events should start from their conception and continue all the way through to the post-event evaluation. It’s important that event organisers communicate upfront what support is in place and how attendees (including speakers) can request any additional requirements. Event evaluations are valuable ways to learn more about who was able to attend and how inclusive the event was for them and should be used to drive continuous improvement.As more conferences and events move online, some elements of accessibility have improved (e.g. through removing the need to travel, widely available auto-subtitling, more sessions being recorded and made available as standard). However there is still a need for online safe space policies, considerations to the time of events (including length and scheduled breaks) and limitations of internet speeds and bandwidth. In 2021 we want to explore this side of events and conferences more and what we can do as a collective to improve our practice.



ELRIG’s EDI Aims
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• ELRIG will communicate the 
journey it has started and the 
conclusions that it comes to.

• The process and 
implementation of outcomes will 
be transparent.

• Data will guide action.

• Mechanisms will be put in place 
to ensure that accessibility is 
maximised at all events.

• Rather than setting a series of 
targets, this will be a cultural 
change, both for ELRIG and its 
community.

• Rather than a policy we will have 
a set of guiding principles.

• Guiding principles will be 
embedded in governance and all 
Work Groups daily activities.



Equality
• We will ensure all are welcome, by profiling the 

demographics of attendees by segment, 
geography, age, ethnicity, disability and 
gender, monitoring and ensuring that no one 
group is favoured nor excluded and acting to 
ensure equal outcomes and opportunities for 
the entire ELRIG community.

Inclusion
• We will ensure that accessibility is maximised 

at all events, by removing barriers to those with 
disabilities, limits on finances, have caring and 
parental responsibilities, religious needs and 
are safe spaces to collaborate within. 

• To ensure we our principles remain relevant, 
we will solicit, monitor and act upon relevant 
feedback during and after events.

Diversity
• We will ensure that our events are attended by 

at least 50% from the UK and 50% from the 
ROW, that there is a gender balance at our 
events, by ensuring that the diversity mix of our 
speakers represents the diversity of our 
delegates, and that the diversity mix of our 
delegates represents the diversity of the 
community, as well as ensuring that scientific 
content reflects the diversity of our community.

ELRIG’s EDI Principles
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We will promote equality, by welcoming all to all our events and will be inclusive, by ensuring all are able to attend and that 
our events will represent the diversity of our community



Where you can help

“We will ensure all are welcome…”

“…ensure equal outcomes and opportunities for the entire ELRIG community.”

“…accessibility is maximised at all events…”

“…safe spaces to collaborate within.”
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Inclusive chairing – top tips for before the talk
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Pronouns and 
introductions

Breaks & timing TitlesPronunciation

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Introduce yourself with your pronouns and introductions (if comfortable) to your speakers – “Hi I’m Clare, my pronouns are she and her, I’ll be chairing this session”. It may be useCheck the pronunciation of every speaker’s name – “Can I just double check the pronunciation of your full name?”If you are using titles (like Dr, Professor etc) ensure you check these beforehand and use them consistently for all speakers.Include a reminder for the timing of the session and ensure people know they can leave before or after, or during but please be considerate of other speakers and attendees.



Inclusive chairing – top tips for the Q&A
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Pause LanguageDiversityCommunication 
differences

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
When at the Q&A, give everyone a minute to formulate questions while you thank the speaker. “While I thank our speaker please raise your hand if you’d like to ask a question. Thank you Professor Xavier, that was a fascinating talk and it’s amazing how fast these methods are progressing. We really appreciate your time to share with us today. Now let me see who has their hands up.”Be conscious of people’s differences in communicating and try not to rush questions askers. This is different from asking for conciseness of questions! Suggest people formulate their questions (and even note them down) before asking them. Remember to ensure the speaker continues to use their microphone and audience members wait until they’ve been handed a microphone before asking their question. Where possible, hold the microphone slightly away from your mouth to help with lip reading. If the audience member doesn’t have access to a microphone or isn’t clear, repeat their question using a mic (or ask the speaker to repeat the question before answering it). Remember English may not be someone’s first language, they may have a stutter or any other communication difference. Patience and repeating what you hear back is useful, it also helps ensure everyone in the room is able to hear you too. When taking Q&A select 3 people at a time, aiming for representation of different ethnicity and gender presentation. Research shows that men are more likely to ask a question during Q&As; however this changes if the first question is asked by a woman*. *Research by Hinsley et al. 2017, Pritchard et al. 2014 – please note we know that gender presentation is not a perfect proxy for gender, however here there is a consideration for how other people ‘read’ someone’s gender and the impact on their own behaviourWhen referring to people in the audience who you’ve selected to ask questions, use gender neutral terms, their location and their clothing as a descriptor, avoiding ethnicity and gender descriptors -  “The person a few rows from the back near the aisle with glasses and a red dress on”



Good to know on 
the day
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• Location of accessible toilets, gender neutral and gendered 

toilets, any quiet rooms, baby feeding rooms or prayer 
rooms.

• Mechanisms to reduce sensory issues are totally 
acceptable. Attendees are requested not to remark on tinted 
glasses, ear-plugs/defenders, headphones, or any other 
aids.

• Autistic behaviours: Repetitive movements or behaviours, 
echolalia, distractibility, fidgeting or moving about, different 
or impaired conversation skills, avoidance of eye contact, 
perseveration (obsessiveness), are expected and accepted. 
Please try to bear in mind the need for speakers / attendees 
to be heard.



l.hunt@wellcome.org / @edisgroup / tinyurl.com/edismail

Thank you!
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